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Phonological Sketches 

In this chapter we illustrate how the concepts and principles intro-
duced in the previous chapters are applied to the analysis of selected 
aspects of the phonological structure of four widely divergent languages. 
Primary consideration is given to the motivation of underlying repre-
sentations and the interrelationships between the rules. of rule 
formalism are largely ignored. These sketches illu.strate the characteristic 
problems the phonologist encounters in actual descriptive practice. We 
shall repeatedly refer to various aspects :of these analyses in later chapters 
which deal with more theoretical issues. 

The Yawelmani Dialect of Y okuts 

In this seetion the morphophonemics of the verbal system of the 
Yawelmani dialect ofYokuts (an American Indian fanguage of California) 
will be examined in some detail. The phonological rules that specify the 
phonetic shape of Yawelmani verbal words are also operative in the 
nominal system, but since the nouns provide little additional insight into 
the workings of Yawelmani phonology, we shall ignore them in our 
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discussion. The data discussed here are taken from Stanley r:iewman's 
( 1944) description. An early generative treatment to be found m Kuroda 
( 1967). Various theoretical aspects of Yawelmam have been 
discussed by Kissebcrth ( 1969. 1970). It should be pointed out that not all 
of the forms cited in this section. nor in previous generative analyses of 
Yawelmani. are actually attested in Newman· s grammar. the only pub-
lished source on the language. All nonattested forms are. however. com-
pletely parallel in behavior and patterns of iilternation to forms that 
amply attested in Newman's description. Finally. a note on the 
tion is in order. The. voiced stop letters (b. d. etc.) represent unasp1rated 
voiceless lax while the voiceless st?P letters <P: t: .etc.) stand 
for tense. voiceless, as'pirated consonants. A nused comma indicates glot-
talization. while a dot under a letter indicates an apical alveolar point of 
articulation. Finally. for typographical convenience. the short and long 
open mid vowels[£] and.(::i] are represented as e and o. 

VOWEL HARMONY 

Almost without exception. suffixes in Yawelmani have varying pro-
nunciations involving an alternation between non-round and round vow-
els. To begin with. just alternations involving the short vowels i /11 and a /o 
will be examined. Take the non-future (i.e .. either past or present) suffix 
as an example. It appears in two forms: -hin and -/um. 

(.I). xat-hin ·eats' max-hin 'procures 

bok'-hin 'finds' k' o ?-hin 'throws 

xi/-hin 'tangles giy'-hin 'touches 

dub-hun ·teads by the hand' hud-lmn 'recognizes 

The examples in (I) suggest that the alternation between -hin and is 
rule governed. If the preceding vowel is i. o or o. then -hin appears: 1f the 
preceding vowel is u. then -hun is used. . .. 

The pattern of alternation exhibited by the nonfuture suffix 1s m no 
way limited to this particular morpheme. Compare (2) and (3): 

(2) 

(3) 

xat-mi 
bok'-mi 
xii-mi 
dub-mu 

xat-nit 
bok'-nit 
xii-nit 
dub-nut 

'having eaten· 
'having found' 
'having tangled' 
'having led by the hand' 

·will be eaten· 
'will be found' 
·wm be tangled' 
·will be led by the hand' 
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There are no suffixes in Yawelmani which have. invariably, i as their 
first vowel; neither are there suffixes which have. invariably. 11 as their 
first vowel. If a suffix has a high vowel as its first vowel. then that vowel 
will always appear as i or /1 according to the pattern stated above. Given 
this fact. there is no underlying contrast between suffixes with i as their 
first vowel and those with /1 (cf. the case in Russian discussed earlier. 
where a contrast between stems ending in voiced as opposed to voiceless 
obstruents could be established). and thus there is no direct evidence as to 
which form of these suffixes should be regarded as basic and which 
derived by a rule. 

we take -hin. -mi. -nit as the basic form of the morphemes m 
question, then a rule of vowel harmony can be stated as in (4): 

(4) A high vowel is rounded (and backed) if the 1·mrel that precedes it 
in the word is a high round 1•owel. 

(Notice that we have not restricted the above rule just to a suffixal vowel. 
even though all of the examples given so far have involved suffixal 

Evidence that other vowels undergo this harmonizing process 
will em.erge later.) The vowel harmony rule expressed in (4) will convert 
the basic representation /hin/ to [hun]. /mi/ to (mu]. /nit/ to (nut]. when 
an u vowel precedes in the word. 

If. the other hand. 11 were taken as basic. a rule such as (5) would 
be required to account for harmony: 

(5) A high l'Oll'ef is unrounded (and fronted) if preceded in the word bv 
a nonround vowel or by a nonhigh vowel. · 

In (5), is no single phonetic class of segments conditioning the 
alternation. rather a conjunction of two separate classes (nonround vow-
els and nonhigh vowels). There does not seem to be any phonetic motiva-
tion for nonhigh vowels to cause 11 to shift to i. In (4). on the other hand. it 
is the high round vowel u that causes a following i to become u-a clear 
instance of assimilation. We see then that different choices of basic 
representations lead to different rules. and sometimes one of the rules is 
more reflective of a natural phonetic process. 

For the reasons suggested above, an analysis that takes i as the basic 
vowel and hypothesizes the existence of a rule such as (4) seems closer to 
a correct characterization of these data than an analysis that takes u as 
basic and hypothesizes rule (5). Our evidence, however. is rather tenu-
ous. 

The examples in (I )-(3) illustrate suffixes containing a single vowel. 
where that vowel is phonetically a high vowel. Other suffixes in Yawel-
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mani containing just one vowel vary in pronunciation between a and o. 
The examples in (6) illustrate such a suffix. 

(6) xat-a/ 
· dub-al 

xii-al 
k'o?-ol 

'might eat' 
'might lead by the hand' 
'might tangle· 
'might throw· 

max-al 
hud-al 
giy'-al 
bok'-o/ 

'might procure' 
'might recognize' 
·might touch' 
'might find' 

The dubitative suffix -al/-ol clearly shows a pattern of alternation highly 
reminiscent of the alternation pattern of the high vowel suffixes in (I)-(3). 
Let us refer to the suffixal shapes -hin and -al as the nonround vowel 
alternants, and the shapes -hun and -of as the round vowel We 
can then say that a nonround vowel alternant always appears tf the 
preceding vowel is nonround (i or a). It is not possible, however. to say 
that the round vowel alternant always appears when the preceding vowel 
is round. In the case of the high round vowel alternants (-hun. for exam-
ple), the preceding vowel must not only be round, but also high. In the 
case of the nonhigh round vowel alternants (-ol. for example), the preced-
ing vowel must not only be round .. but also nonhigh. 

The pattern of alternation exhibited by the dubitative suffix is repre-
sentative of a number of other suffixes in Yawelmani, as the following 
examples reveal. 

(7) 

(8) 

xat-xa 
giy'-xa 
dub-xa 
bok'-xo 
xat-taw 
giy'-taw 
dub-taw 
bok' -tow 

'let us eat' 
'let us touch' 
'let us lead by the hand' 
'let us find' 
·eating· 
'touching· 
·Jeading by the hand' 
'finding· 

(-taw /-tow is a gerundial suffix. but we have not attempted in the glosses . 
to indicate its precise usage). 

The same motivation for adopting i as the basic vowel of a suffix like 
-hin leads to the adoption of a as the basic vowel of a suffix like -al. In 
order to account for the o pronunciation. we require the rule given in (9). 

(9) A nonhigh vowel is pronounced round when a nonhigh round 
vowel precedes in the word. 
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Rules (4) and (9) are highly similar; indeed, intuitively they appear to be 
instances of a single principle, which is given. as (10). 

(IO) A vowel is pronounced round (and back) 1f immediately preceded 
by a round vowel of the same height. 

The question of whether two processes (such as the shift of i to u and of a 
to o in the present example) are in fact instances of a single process is 
often a very difficult one to answer; the question will be studied more 
closely in Chapter 9. For the present, we will simply assume that the 
extreme parallelism of (4) and (9) warrants the assumption that they are in 
fact instances of a general principle such as (IO). 

The examples considered so far have been restricted to cases where 
one monosyllabic suffix is attached to a monosyllabic verb root. We now 
turn to more complex cases. There are suffixes that may occur between 
the verb root and those suffixes (such as -hin and -al) which occur finally 
in the word, for example the indirective suffix -sit- 'to, into, for'. 

(11) k' o ?-sit-hin 
max-sit-hin 
xip'wiy-sit-hin 
t'ul-sut-hun 

'throws to' 
'procures for' 
·makes a rubbing motion for' 
'burns for' 

The interesting example here is tul-sut-hun, where it will be noted that 
both of the i vowels in the suffixes are pronounced u. The UR of the word 
is /t'ul +sit +hin/. In order for rule (10) to account for tul-sut-hun. we 
must assume that in some sense it operates twice: First, (IO) rounds the i 
vowel i.n /sit/ it is preceded by a round vowel;. the.n, rounds the i 
vowel m /hm/ smce, as a result of the first apphcat1on of (10), a high 
round vowel precedes. (cf., Chapter 8 for discussion of the problem posed 
by the multiple application of a single rule.) Another example of the same 
sort is dub-wus-mu 'having led each other by the hand', which consists of 
the verb root dub-, the reciprocal-reflexive suffix -wis-, and the con-
sequent gerundial suffix -mi. Again, both suffixal vowels undergo the 
harmony rule. 

Notice that ( 10) Claims that a vowel harmonizes with the immediately 
preceding vowel in the word. Consequently, an a (or i) vowel in a final 
suffix will not harmonize with an o (or u) vowel in the verb root if another 
suffix intervenes containing a vowel of the opposite height. For example, 
the imperative suffix is -k' a, and it harmonizes in an example such as 
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hok'-k'o ·find (it)!'. but not in hok'-sir-k'a ·find (it) for (him)!'. The i vowel 
in /sit/ does not harmonize since the preceding round vowel is not of the 
same height as i: the a vowel in -k'a does not harmonize either. since it is 
not preceded by a round vowel of the same height. 

Our analysis so far has been restricted to monosyllabic suffixes: 
examination of disyllabic suffixes confirms the analysis we have pre-
sented. ( 10) predicts that if a suffix has two vowels of the same heighL 
then either both will harmonize or neither will. depending on whether the 
vowel preceding the suffix is a round vowel of the same height as the 
suffixal vowels in question. If the disyllabic suffix contains two vowels 
unlike in height. (JO) predicts that the first will harmonize if the preceding 
vowel is round and of the same height. but the second vowel of the suffix 
will never harmonize. These predictions are indeed correct. 

For instance. the suffix -ill·is, reciprocal/reflexive, occurs in the 
following two verbal nouns: ''oyoll'X-ill'is ·one who feels sorry for himself 
and t' ll\'-1111·11s ·act of shooting at one another·. In the first example neither 
i vowe.I in the suffix harmonizes. since the final vowel of the preceding 
stem is not one that conditions harmony fori: in the second example. both 
i vowels in the suffix harmonize. An example of a suffix with two unlike 
vowels is - "in 'ay. a gerundial suffix. Compare dos- ''i11 'ay ·reporting· with 
duh· "1111'ay 'leading by the hand'. In these examples. i harmonizes after 
duh- but not after dos-: in neither case does the a harmonize. since it is 
never preceded by vowel that can cause it to harmonize. 

Given what has been said so far. there are some suffixes that appear 
not to obey the vowel harmony principle formulated in ( 10). The future 
morpheme is a case in point. Observe the following examples: 

( 12) bok'-en 
duh-on 
xat-en 
giy'-en 

'will find' 
·will lead by the hand' 
·will eat' 
·will touch' 

This suffix is an apparent anomaly in that. although it seems to contain a 
nonhigh vowel. it has the round variant of that nonhigh vowel when the 
high vowel 11 precedes. and does not have the round variant when o 
precedes. In other words. -on appears in the same contexts as -!um. and 
not in the contexts where -ol appears. The future suffix thus appears to be 
a systematic violation of the principle that has been claimed to govern 
vowel harmony in Yawelmani. namely ( 10). The anomalous behavior of 
this suffix, as well as others like it. will be reconsidered later and will be 
shown to be ultimately regular. 
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VOWEL SHORTENING 

·. Up this point, our attention has been restricted to alternations in 
the of suffixal vowels. Verb roots in Yawelmani show certain 
alterna!1ons must now be examined before we can profitably return to 
a cons1derat1on of the operation of vowel harmony in a wider class of 
cases. One pervasive alternation in verb roots is in the length of the root 
vowel. In all of the previous examples. the root vowel was invariably 
short, whatever the nature of the following suffix. There are however 
many roots which show an alternation in vowel length. The 
(13) are representative. · 

( 13) Nonfuture Imperative Dubitative Future Gloss 

$ap-hin $ap-k'a $0 :p-al $a:p-en 'burn' 
dos-hin dos-k'o do: s-ol do:s-en 'report' 
lan-hin lan-k'a la :n-al la :n-en 'hear· 
mek'-hin mek'-k'a me:k'-al me:k'-en 'swallow' 
won-hin won-k'o wo:n-ol wo:n-en 'hide' (tr.) 

above examples show that whereas some roots may be invariably 
CVC-, others have a CV: C- alternant under some conditions. and a C'VC-
alternant under others. What the relevant conditions are will be investi-
gated immediately below. But first two observations need to be made 
although their significance will not become clear immediately. First, 
are no verb roots that have the invariable shape CeC-. Second, there are 
no verb roots that have the shapes C- or Cu: C- in any of their 
realizations. · 

Is there some principle that determines when a CV: C- alternant will 
occur as opposed to a alternant? Note that $0 :p-, for example, 
occurs before the vowel-m1t1al suffixes -al and -en, while $OP- occurs 
before the consonant-initial suffixes -hin and -k'a. A generalization thus 

The long vowel alternant occurs when the vowel is in the 
environment __ CV (as in $a:p-en), while the short vowel 
alternant occurs when the vowel is in the environment -.-CC (as in 
$ap-hin, $ap-k' a). Examination of a variety of other languages reveals that 
alternations in. vowel length typically revolve around differences in the 

structure of words, with long vowels preferred in 'open 
syllables ( __ CV) and short vowels preferred in 'closed syllables· 
(_CC). . 

Having isolated the relevant conditions for the vowel-length alterna-
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tion, we must ask what the underlying representation of these 
verb roots is. In particular, is their vowel underlyingly long o'. short? If 1t 
is claimed that the vowel is basically short. the representations be 

/dos/, /mek'/, etc. A rule such as (14) would then be required. 

(14) v - [ +longJ/ __ cv 

/sap + al/ would undergo (}4), yielding /i;ap + hin/ of 
not be susceptible to ( 14). Such an account of the data runs into 

difficulty when we take into consideration examples as xat-al. dub-
a/, giy' -en, etc., since (l 4) predicts that the root vowel m these examples 
should be lengthened. · 

Suppose that we adopt the alternative position that alternating roots 
such as $a:p-/$ap- hl!ve a basic long vowel. Nonalternating of 
course, such as xat-, would have a basic short vowel. A rule hke (15) 
would then be needed. 

(15) V - [ -long]/-CC 

This rule would operate on /i;a:p + hin/ to derive but would not 
affect /f>a: p + al/, where the basic long vowel is not followed by a 
consonant cluster. There are no roots in Yawelmani that provide a coun-
terexample to ( 15) since there are no roots that maintain the shape CV: C-
invariably, whether a vowel-initial or a consonant-initial suffix follows. 
The absence of invariant CV: C- roots follows from a general principle, if 
we postulate the operation of (15). 

Notice that ( 15) presupposes that the difference between alternating 
and nonalternating roots is that the former possess basic long vowels 
while the latter possess basic short ones. Let us reconsider rule ( 14) again. 
Recall that it is beset by the problem that it is too general. It will 
incorrectly lengthen the root vowel in xat-al, for example, giving *xa: t-al. 
In order to maintain an analysis incorporating (14). it would be necessary 
to assume that /xat/ is somehow different from /f>ap/, since only the 
latter has a long vowel alternant. It would be possible to assign some 
arbitrary mark to the vowel of /f>ap / that would differentiate it from /xat/, 
and then formulate (14) so that it operates only on a vowel that possesses 
the relevant mark. In Chapter 3 we referred to this sort of analysis as a 
lexical solution in contrast to phonological solutions such as the one that 
postulates an underlying contrast in length. The reasons for accepting the 
phonological solution over the lexical one in the present case are rela-
tively clear. Roots such as $a :p-/$ap- and xat- clearly must contrast 
somehow in the underlying representation. There is also a phonetic con-
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trast. The former has a lor.g vowel when prevocalic, the latter does not. 
There is then an actually occurring phonetic contrast associated with 
these morphemes which is available to distinguish them underlyingly. To 
prefer arbitrary marks in such a situation is gratuitous, resulting ulti-
mately in permitting any phonetic contrast to be the result ofa contrast in 
an arbitrary mark. Since the arbitrary mark must· ultimately be ·trans-
lated' into a phonetic contrast, why not begin with the phonetic contrast 
and neutralize it in the relevant positions? (See Kenstowicz and Kis-
seberth 1977 for further discussion of this point.) 

VOWEL EPENTHESIS 

We have restricted the data considered so far to verb roots of the 
structure CVC (where V may be either short or long). Not all verb roots 
are of this type, though the kinds of verb roots that one encounters in 
Yawelmani are severely restricted. The data in ( 16) illustrate an additional 
type. of root. 

(16) pa ?f-al 'might fight' pa ?if-hin 'fights· 
?ifk-al ·might sing· "ilik-hin ·sings· 
logw-ol ·might pulverize· logiw-hin 'pulverizes 
?ugn-al ·might drink' ')ugun-hun 'drinks· 
''ayy-al 'might pole a boar "ayiy-hin 'poles a boar 
lihm-al ·might run' lihim-hin ·runs 
t'oyx-ol 'might give medicine' t'oyix-hin 'gives medicine· 
luk'l-al ·might bury' luk'ul-hun 'buries' 

Roots of this type reveal an alternation between the shape CVCC- and 
CVCiC- (the i being pronounced as /1 in certain cases:i see below for 
discussion): the former alternant appears before -al. and other vowel-
initial suffixes, while the latter occurs before -hin. and other consonant-
initial suffixes. Confirmation of the claim that it is the initial segment of 
the suffix (vowel or consonant) that determines the shape of the root is 
provided by the examples in ( 17). where once again we find CVCC- in 
prevocalic position and CVCiC- in preconsonantal position. 

(17) pa ?f-en ·will fight' pa?f{-mi 'having fought' 
lihm-en 'will run· Ii him-mi 'having run' 
logw-en 'will pulverize' logiw-mi 'having pulverized' 
?ugn-on 'will drink' ?ugun-mu 'having drunk' 

Before analyzing the data in (16) and (17), two observations need to 
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be made about Yawelmani phonological structure. First. words in this 
language neither begin nor end in a consonant cluster, and within a word 
the maximum number of consecutive consonants is two. Second, there 
are no verb roots in Yawelmani of the shape CV 1CV2C-. where V1 and V2 
are both short vowels, that do not have the vowel i in the V 2 position. And 
every verb root that does have the shape CV 1CV 2C- has this shape before 
consonant-initial suffixes, and has the alternant CV ,CC- before vowel-
initial suffixes. 

Let us turn now to the question of what basic form to assign these 
verb roots. If they are basically CVCiC-, then we need a rule dropping the 
underlying i vowel in case a vowel-initial suffix follows. The environment 
for this deletion rule might possibly be something like vc __ cv (a 1 
preceding vowel must be mentioned in order to prevent /giy' + al/ from I 
being converted to *gy: + al). In the examples given a morpheme bound- I 
ary is present, the actual context being VC __ c + V; but from the data 
inspected so far there is no evidence bearing upon whether the presence ·:l 
of a morpheme boundary at this point in the structure is necessary. k 
Furthermore, given the examples cited so far. there is no evidence that I 
the deletion would need to be restricted to just i. Consequently, a general i 
rule such as ( 18) might be possible. 

(18) V _____,. 0/VC_CV 

(18) would operate upon a representation such as /lihim + al/ to derive 
lihm-al. but would leave /lihim + hin/ unaffected, since there is no vowel 
in this form that meets the environment of ( 18). 

An alternative to ( 18) would be to take the basic form of the roots in 
question to be of the shape CVCC-. with a rule that inserts the vowel i. 
The rule would presumably be that given in ( 19). 

( 19) 0 _____,. vc_cc 
Rule (19) would operate upon a representation like /lihm + hin/ to yield 
lihim-hin. but would leave /lihm + al/ unaffected since there is no three-
consonant cluster present. 

On what grounds can we choose between these two solutions? As 
formulated, both analyses will predict the correct phonetic shapes for the 
data considered. One significant fact is that if we decide to assign these 
roots the basic shape CVCiC-, they will be the only disyllabic roots in the 
language whose second vowel is a short vowel. In other words, we will 
have a curious asymmetry: CVCiC- will be a rather common shape in 
underlying forms, but CVCaC-, CVCuC-, CVCoC- will never occur. 

" i 
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A not he; significant fact is that if we decide that the roots in question have 
the bas1.c shape there will be no roots ·of the shape CVCC- in 
underlying representation. Recall also that in Yawelmani three-consonant 

do not occur phonetically. An analysis incorporating the epen-
( 19) would account for the absence of three-consonant clusters, 

smce an.' vowel would be inserted whenever three consonants come 
together m the underlying form. The existence of such a rule would also 
account for why CVOC- appears phonetically. but not CVCaC-
CY_CuC-. etc. Disyllabic verb roots whose second vowel is short would 
claimed to not exist at all in underlying form: verb roots ending in a 
:onsonant clus,ter would however. The epenthesis rule ( 19) would 
t.:onvert CVCC- roots to CVC1C- when followed by a consonant-initial 
suffix. 

_One very general methodological principle underlies the above dis-
cussion; if there is a 'pathological' phonetic pattern (i.e., a 
pattern .that general principles of the language. as in the case 

where CV 1CV 2C- is generally disallowed except if V 
2 

is 
1), then it 1s hkely that this pattern is the consequence of a rule, rather than 
a of the underlying form of the language. A general principle of 
this .sort is n?t· of course, infallible. and one would like to find language-

evidence as well favoring ( 19) over ( 18). One confirming piece 
of evidence ca!1 be mentioned briefly here. A verb root such as :rat- ·eat' 

Qe reduphcated to repeated action: xatxat- ·eat repeatedly· . 
as in xatxat-al. Before certain suffixes, the reciprocal-reflexive suffix -iwis 
for example, .such verb roots have a special shape. xat.rat-. 
for is reahzed asxatixt-; koykoy- "butt repeatedly' is realized as 

and so on. These forms seem to involve a zeroing of the root 
vowel m the second part of the reduplicated form: /xatxat/ _____,. /xatxt/ 

( /koyky /. The three-consonant cluster that results 
this zeromg IS broken up by an insertion of the vowel i between the first 
two consonants. /xatxat+iwis/ 'act of eating repeatedly' is thus realized 

The of i in examples of this sort follows automati-
cally the zeroing of the root vowel in the second member of the 

form) if we posit rule ( 19); rule ( 18) does not make any 
pred1ct10n whatsoever about the shape of these forms. 

.? Let assume. then. the cor:ectness of ( 19) and of URs such as 
/pa /?dk/. /logw /, etc. The interplay between ( 19)-vowel epen-
thesrs-:and the _rules of vowe.1 harmony and vowel shortening dis-
cussed m preceding sections will now be examined. · 

"ugun-hun 'drinks·. which will have the basic form 
/?ugn '+ hm/. Smee the i that is inserted by vowel epenthesis is pro-
nounced as u in the PR, it is necessary that we construct the grammar of 
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Yawelmani so that the inserted i vowel may undergo vowel harmony just 
like an underlying i vowel. (We are assuming here that it is correct to view 
the fact that the inserted vowel in ?ugun-hun is pronounced as u as being 
due to the operation of vowel harmony. This will be discussed further 
below.) This can be achieved by applying the rule of vowel epenthesis 
before applying the rule of vowel harmony. Thus f?ugn + hin/ will first 
undergo vowel eperithesis, resulting in /?ugin + hin/; vowel harmony 
will then apply to this inserted vowel. deriving /?ugun + hin/. and will 
then apply also to the suffixal vowel. giving the correct surface form 
?ugun-hun. 

Confirmation of this ordering of the rules can be found in such 
examples as logiw-xa 'let's pulverize·, from underlying /logw + xa/. 
Observe that in the underlying form. the suffixal a meets the conditions 
for vowel harmony. and. one would expect it to be pronounced as o, all 
other things being equal. But if vowel epenthesis does apply before vowel 
harmony, /logw + xa/ will be converted to /logiw + xa/ before the latter 
rule has a chance to apply. Once /logiw + xa/ is derived. the conditions 
for vowel harmony are no longer present: The presence of the epenthetic i 
means that the suffixal vowel is Ill) longer preceded by an o vowel. 
Ordering vowel epenthesis before vowel harmony simultaneously pre-
dicts that epenthetic i will be rounded to u if preceded by u. and also that it 
will inhibit harmony when it separates a from a preceding o. 

The examples in (20) provide crucial data bearing on the interplay of 
vowel epenthesis and vowel shortening. 

(20) sonl-ol ·might put on the back' 
so :nil-mi 'having packed on the back' 
?a ml-al 'might help 
?a :mil-hin 'helps· 
moyn-ol 'might become tired' 
mo:yin-mi 'having become tired' 
-?Ofk'-ol 'might wake up 
$0: Ilk' -hin ·wakes up 

The verb roots in (20) reveal two alternants: CVCC- and CV: CiC-, the 
former before vowel-initial suffixes and the latter before consonant-initial 
suffixes. Although this particular alternation pattern has not occurred 
elsewhere. it is clear that it is a combination of alternations we have 
already encountered. In particular, it consists of the V: /V alternation 
found in examples such as do: s-ol 'might report', dos-hin ·reports' and 
the 0/i alternatiOn found in ?i/k-al 'might sing', ?i/ik-hin 'sings·. Given 

i. 

., 
;;:-
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that the alternation pattern i.n (20) appears to be a result of the alternation 
patterns that vowel epenthesis and vowel shortening account for. it is 
natural to account for the alternations in (20) by these rules as well. This 
can be done if we derive the i vowel in an alternant like so: nil- from vowel 
epenthesis, and if we derive the short vowel in son/- from vowel shorten-
ing. The UR of the verb root must therefore be /so:nl/. 

1 
•• forms such as /so: nl/. f?a: ml/. /mo: yn/, 

1 is not sufficient: we must al<.:o assume that the rules are applied in 
a particular sequence-namely, vowel epenthesis before vowel shorten-
ing. Consider underlying /so: nl + hin/. If vowel shortening applied first. 
it _would give /son.I + hin( as output; vowel epenthesis would then apply. 
with the result being the incorrect form *sonil-hin. To obtain the correct 

/so.: nl + hin/ must undergo vowel epenthesis. deriving 
/so:ml + hm/;. vowel shortening would not then be able to apply. since 
no vowel is by a consonant cluster in this example. 
· It is of some mterest to note that up to this point, each underlying 

form of a morpheme has been identical to one of the phonetic realizations 
of the morpheme. /giy'/ occurs in giy'-a/; /do:s/ occurs in 
/logw/ oc.curs in logw-ol. But in the case of /so: nl/, /?a: ml/, etc., the 
UR never surfaces directly in any one alternant of the morpheme. It is 

necessary to postulate such 'unpronounced' underlying forms 
1f we are account for the alternation pattern in (20) by the rules of vowel 

and vowel shortening .. Suppose we were to select /sonl/ as 
basic: we could not then account for the lengthened form of the vowel in 
the CV'. CiC- alternant by means of vowel shortening. A separate 
lengthenmg rule would be needed. Such a lengthening rule could not be 
general, of :ourse. since there are like ?ifik-hin 'sings· where the 
first vowel 1s not long. Similarly. if we were to select /so: nil/ as basic, 

we would ?e an otherwise nonoccurring type of underly-
mg representatmn: m add1tmn. a special rule deleting the i would be 

to obtain the alternant lacking this vowel. Only a representation 
hke /so: nl/ permits independently motivated rules to account for the 
alternant pronunciations of the morphemes in question. 

VOWEL HARMONY REEXAMINED 

.. The rule of vowel harmony formulated in the first section, despite its 
ab1hty to account for a wide range of facts about the pronunciation of 
Yawelmani suffixes, superficially appears to be unable to account for a 
rather significant number of examples. Table (21) illustrates some of the 
problematic examples. 
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(21) A B 

c'o:m-a/ ·might destroy· do:s-o/ 'might report' 
i;'om-hun 'destroys' dos-hin ·reports' 

?<J :g-al 'might pull out the cork' tt'O: ll-O/ 'might hide' 
'pulls out a cork' won-hin 'hides' 

wo 'y-nl 'might fall asleep' .rnnl-ol 'might pack on the back' 
wo: '11y-lwn ·falls asleep· so: nil-hin 'packs on the back' 

doll-al 'might climb' hotn-ol 'might take the scent' 
do:lul-hun ·cfimbs' ho:tin-hin ·takes the scent· 

The examples in column B are perfectly regular with respect to ou1 
postulateJ rule of vowel harmony. while those in column A are system-
atically irregular. If the underlying form of the verb roots in column A are 
/c'o:m/. /f>o:g/. /wo:?y/, /do:ll/. the following suffixal a vowels 
should round (unless separated from the root vowel by an epenthetic i) 
and following i vowels should not. But we find exactly the reverse. In 
c' o: m-al. suffixal a does not round (cf .. do: s-o!). In c"om-hun. suffixali is 
rounded (cf., dos-hin). 

There are. initially. two reasons for hesitating to accept that the 
examples in A are simply exceptions to the vowel harmony rule. First, 
examination of a broad range of data reveals that there are. roughly 
speaking. as many examples like A as like B. In other words. the 'excep-
tions' are about as frequent as the ·regular" cases (with respect to verb 
roots whose root vowel appears on the surface as o: alternating with o). 
Second. the examples in A are bidirectionally exceptional; that is. it is not 
simply the case that c'o:m- fails to act like such verbs as do:s-. /ogw-. 
etc .. in causing a following a to become o; in addition. c'o:m- does act 
like such roots as hud-. duh-. and so on. in causing a following i vowel to 
become u. This is a type of exceptionality rather different from the usual 
case. where some morpheme simply is not affected by a particular rule 
(cf., Chapter JO for a discussion of exceptions to rules). 

At this point we need to recall an observation made earlier-namely, 
just three long vowels occur in phonetic representations in Yawelmani: 
e:, a:, and o: (this is not entirely correct; the vowels i: and u: also occur 
phonetically as the result of certain phonological rules which will be 
ignored until later in the exposition). There are, on the other hand. four 
short vowels in underlying forms: i. a, o, u (the vowel e occurs only as the 
shortened version of e: ). A solution to the problem is suggested by the 
lack of parallelism between the basic short vowels and the surface long 
vowels. Suppose we were to postulate that the verb roots in A have a 
different underlying vowel from the verb roots in B: in particular, that the 
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A forms have basic u: whereas the B forms have basic 0 :. If we then 
that harmony operates in terms of the underlying vowel 

quality. the data m becomes perfectly regular. hi c'o:m-a/, for 
the suffixal a 1s unrounded due to the fact that it is preceded by a 

high round vowel u: in the underlying form /c'u: m + al/; in do: s-ol the 
vowel is since it is preceded by a non-high round vowel 

o: in the _underlying form /do: s + al/. c' om-hun shows the high suffixal 
vowel ?eing rounded as a consequence of being preceded by a high round 
vowel in the underlying representation /c'u: m + hin/. dos-hin does not 
have the suffixal vowel rounded since the correct environment is not 
present in /do: s + hin/. . · 

'W_e must assume that subsequent to the operation of vowel harmony 
there 1s a rule of vowel lowering. which specifies basic u: as 0 :. The 
possibility of maintaining the existence of a rule such as vowe.l lowering 
depends upon the absence of any basic 11: vowels that must not be 
lowered too:. Since. as mentioned above, the only phonetic u: vowels in 

language ari.se other rules, there is nothing prevent-
mg from maintaining the existence of a vowel lowering rule. The rule 
obviously must be restricted to long 11:; since the short u of hud-al and 
dub-hun does not lower to o. 

By the A examples as containing basic u:. we are claiming 
that phonetic o: has two underlying sources: u: and o:. The long vowel 
system underlyingly is now e:, a:. o:, and 11:, whereas the short vowel 
system is i. a. o. and u. The only in the vowel systems is that 
the front vowel is the high vowel i when short and the non-high vowel e: 
when long. The two systems would be more symmetrical if phonetic e: 
were as being basically i:. with the rule of vowel lowering being 

for the phonetic quality of the vowel. me:k'-a/ ·might swal-
low would thus.be /mi:k' +al/ basically. The form of vowel lowering 
would be that in (22). ' 

(22) v 
[ + longJ [ high] 

A rule like (22) would permit the examples in (21) to be treated as 
regular, and would also explain the asymmetry between the phonetic 
short and long vowel in terms of symmetrical underlying sys-
tems. But are these sufficient reasons for believing that the verb roots 
c' o:m- and are in basically /c'u: m/ and /mi: k'/? Obviously 
we are ach1_evmg 'regularity' and ·symmetry' only at a certain cost: 
namely. setting up underlying representations with a vowel whose under-
lying quality is never (in the examples discussed so far at least) directly 
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manifested in the surface. Underlying /c'u: m/ has the. two alte:nants 
· d •, nd ·1n neither alternant do we find a direct mamfesta-c o: m- an c om-. a · , · f h 

tion of the underlying highness of the The mamfes_rauon o . t e_ 
highness of the vowel is its effect on a followm_g And m the ca,s: 
/mi:k'/. there is no manifestation of the basic of.the 
either the realizati 'Jns of the morpheme-me: k - and 111ek : --01 111 _its 
effect on a following vowel. Thus we have only ·syn:metry suggesting 
that e: is basically i:. and both symmetry and the evidence from vo\vel 
harmony to suggest that s,1me o: vov'•L'ls are basically u:. Fortunately. 
there is a good deal of additional evidence that can be brought to bear 
upon the question of how to analyze data (21 ), and we not forced 
in this case to decide whether the evidence given thus far is adequate to 
motivate underlying i: and u:. _ 

We have postulated the following types of verb bases: CVC- (e.g., 
/dub/), CV:C- (e.g .. /do:s/), CVCC- (e.g., /logw/). and CV:CC- (e.g., 
/?a: ml/). There are. in addition, two other types of verb roots to be found 
in Yawelmani. They are exemplified in (23) and (24). 

(23) p' axa: t'-al 'might mourn· p'axat'-hin ·mourns 
hiwe: t-al 'might walk' hiwet-hin ·walks' 
?opo: t-ol 'might arise from bed" ?opot-hin ·arises from bed' 
$Udo:k'-al 'might remove $Udok'-hun ·removes 
yawa :I-al ·might follow· yawal-hin 'follows 
hibe:y-al ·might bring water hibey-hin ·brings water 
yolo: w-ol ·might assemble yolow-hin ·assembles 
(uno:y-al ·might scorch' (unoy-hun ·scorches' 

(24) pana-1 ·might arrive pana :-hin ·arrives' 
''ile-1 ·might fan ?ife :-hin 'fans· 
hoyo-1 ·might name hoyo :-hin 'names 
c'uyo-1 'might urinate' c' uyo :-/um ·urinates' 
taxa-1 'might bring' taxa :-hin 'brings· 
nine-I 'might get quiet' nine :-hin ·gets quiet' 

One interesting point that can be made about the verb roots in (23) 
and (24) is that although they are disyllabic in all their alternants, the two 
vowels are not independently selectable. Verb roots of this sort have the 
following possible patterns, and only these: 

a. Ca Ca: (C)-
b. Ci Ce : (C)-
c. CoCo: (C)-
d. Cu Co: (C)-
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(The long vowels in (a)-:-(d) are shortened, of course, when a consonant 
cluster follows.) In other words, if the first vowel of tl)ese disyllabic roots 
is a, then the second is a:; if the first vowel is i, the second is e:, etc. 
Examination of additional data reveals that the (c) and (d) patterns differ 
systematically in their vowel harmony properties: namely, in the case of 
verb roQts of the (c) type. a following a vowel is rounded to o but a 
following i vowel is unaffected; in the case of verb roots of the•(d) type. a 
following i is rounded !ti u. but a following a is unaffected. Thus :>opo: t-ol 
versus but '\1put-hin versus 

Notice that if we art' correct in suggesting that o: vowels which 
require a following high v'-iwel to round, and do not require a following 
nonhigh vowel to round. are properly represented as /u: / in underlying 
form, then pattern (d) is really, at a more abstract level. CuCu:(C)-. 
Furthermore, if we are cot·rect in suggesting that e: derives. from underly-
ing /i: /.then the pattern (hl is CiCi: (C)- at a more abstract level.We thus 
have the following' patterns: · · 

a'. CaCa:(C)-
h'. Ci Ci: (C)-
c'. CoCo: (C)-
d'. CuCu :(C)-

An obvious generalization holds for these verbs: the first vowel is a short 
version of the second vowel. the latter always being long (prior to the 
operation of vowel shortening. of course). Verb roots in Yawelmani which 
are invariably disyllabic always obey this constraint. · 

We will leave open the question of how this constraint on the selec-
tion of the vowels is !(l be incorporated into a systematic account of 
Yawelmani phonology (cf.. Chapter 10). Let us simply refer to verb roots 
of this type as echo verbs. The important point is that only the assumption 
of a rule such as vowel lowering operating upon underlying /i: /and /u: I 
turning them into e: and o: makes it possible to formulate any generaliza-
tion at all for the echo verbs. This analysis permits us to relate (in a 
non-ad hoc way) the fact that verb roots of the (d) type not only have u as 
their first vowel but also condition harmony In the same way as verb roots 
with an underlying high vowel. Echo verbs consequently provide an · 
additional piece of support for the analysis proposed above for dealing 
with the surface exceptions to vowel harmony involving o:. 

Before turning to some additional data that support postulating un-
derlying /i: /and /u: /vowels, there are certain aspects of the pronuncia-
tion of the verb roots in (24) which we have not yet accounted for. 
Observe the dubitative forms pana-l, ?ife-1, c'uyo-1, hoyo-1. Although the 
dubitative suffix has the shape -al in all of the examples encountered 
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earlier, it is simply -/ in the case of verb roots of the form CVCV: -. 
Similarly. although the passive suffix generally has the shape -it, after the 
vowel-final roots of (24) it has the shape -t. This absence of the initial 
vowel of the suffix can be accounted for by postulating the rule of 
truncation in (25). 

(25) V---+ 0/V-. 

This rule will operate upon a representation such as /?iii: + al/ to yield 
/?iii: + I/. 

However, we have not yet accounted for- the final pronunciation of 
the dubitative and passive forms. The second vowel of the verb root is 
pronounced as a short vowel in these forms, even though basically a long 
vowel. Recall that we already have a rule of vowel shortening that oper-
ates in the environment __ CC; if we include __ C# as an additional 
context in which basic long vowels shorten, then the data under consider-
ation have a straightforward explanation. In order to obtain the correct 
outputs from our rules, we must impose a particular sequence upon their 
application. Obviously, truncation must be applied prior to vowel shorten-
ing. since the rule of truncation creates the context for the latter rule to 
apply. In addition, it is essential that the rule of vowel lowering be applied 
before the vowel shortening rule; if the reverse sequencing obtained. 
/?iii: + J /would be converted to /?iii + I/ by vowel shortening. and then 
vowel lowering would be inapplicable since it affects just long vowels. 
Incorrect * ?ifi-1 would result. To obtain "li/e-1, vowel lowering must be 
applied first, as in the following derivation: 

(26) /?iii: +al/ 
?i/i: + I 
?ife: + I 
?i/e + I 

Underlying representation 
Truncation 
Vowel lowering 
Vowel shortening 

(In the above derivation. we showed truncation being applied prior to 
vowel lowering, but there is no evidence relevant to determining whether 
this is correct.) Shortening before two consonants also follows vowel 
lowering. The derivation of $Udok' -hun ·removes· must be that given as 
follows: 

(27) k' + hin/ 
$Udu: k' + hun 
$Udo: k' + hu n 
$Udok' + hun 

Underlying representation 
Vowel harmony 
Vowel lowering 
Vowel shortening 
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In order to obtain $lldok '-hu11 from basic / k' + hin / it is crucial 
that V?We! harmony be applied before VOWe) lowering; otherwise, the 
following incorrect derivation would result: 

(28) k' + hin/ 
$Udo:k' + hin 
inapplicable 
*$udok' + hin 

Underlying representation 
Vowel lowering 
Vowel harmony 
Vowel shortening 

it is that vowel lowering be applied before vowel shor-
tening, otherwise we would have the incorrect derivation: · . 

(29) hudu: k' + hin/ 
$lldu: k' + hun 
*$uduk' + hun 
inapplicable 

Underlying representation 
Vowel harmony 
Vowel shortening 
Vowel lowering 

Vowel lowering would be inapplicable since it affects just Jong vowels 
All of the data in (23) and (24) have now been accounted for by the 

ru.les of vowel harmony, vowel.lowering, and vowel shortening 
in thaJ We can now return to an examination of 

t1onal data bearing on the correctness of the analysis presented here. It 
out that.verb roots such as c'uyo:- ·urinate' and hoyo:- ·name· 

differ not only m that the former behaves, with respect to vowel harmony 
as it in a high vowel and the latter in a non-high vowel. but 
another mteresting respect as well. Verb roots of the shape CVCV: _ take 
a future suffix that consists just of a glottal stop Examples are cited in . . 

(30) pana-? 
?ifi-? 
hoyo-? 
c'uyu-? 

'will arrive' 
'will fan' 
'will name' 
'will urinate· 

Before. the future suffix,_ the second vowel of verb roots of the shape 
CVCV ·.- appear.s phonetically. as a short vowel. In the (a) type of verb 

th_is vowel 1s pronounced as a; in the (b) type, as i; in the (c) type, as 
o, and m (d) type, as u. These examples involve a special shortening 
process which, of additional data shows, operates before 

suffixes consisting of a glottal stop (the future suffix and a 
ending are th_e only examples). The interesting thing about 

is t?at t?e quality of the resulting short vowels in ?ifi.? and 
c uyu- is not 1dent1cal to the phonetic quality of the corresponding long 
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vowels in ?i/e :-hin and c 'urn :-hun. But the quality of the short vowel is 
identical to that of the that has been suggested as the underlying 
vowel: ?ifi-? would be derived from /?iii: + ? I and c'uyu-? from 
/c · uyu: +? j. Thus if the rule that shortens a long vowel before the glottal 
stop of the future morpheme operates prior to the of 
lowering, the quality of the resulting short vowel will be an automatic 
consequence of the quality of the underlying vowel. 

The evidence for postulating underlying /i: I and /u : I which (30) 
provides is totally independent of the evidence from vowel harmony. For 
verb roots of the shape CVCV :- we can find actual examples of pronunci-
ations of the second vowel where its underlying highness is realized as 
phonetic highness. 

One additional argument Sl!pporting underlying /i: I and /u: I will be 
given here. Certain of verb roots in Yawelmani may be used as 
nouns without the addition of an overt nominalizing suffix. though certain 
phonological modifications are associated with this usage. Example (31} 
shows some of these verbal nouns: the basic form of the verb root that we 
suggest is indicated in parentheses. 

(31) bok' 'finding (/bok' /) 
?u{' ·stealing' (/?u: J'/) 
?id if 'getting hungry (/?i: di/) 
logiw ·pulverizing' (/logw/) 
moyin 'getting tired" (/mo:yn/) 
?utuy 'falling' (/?uty/) 
11·u?uy ·falling asleep' (/wu :?y/) 

All of the verb roots that end in a consonant cluster in their basic 
representation have that consonant cluster separated by an i vowel (alter-
nating with u by virtue of vowel harmony). Since no words in Yawelmani 
end in a consonant cluster. this i can be predicted by simply modifying the 
rule of vowel epenthesis so that it inserts i not just in the environment 
c __ CC. but also in the environment c __ C =If. As was discussed 
earlier. the vowel epenthesis rule must be applied prior to the operation of 
vowel harmony. So underlying /?uty /will first undergo vowel epenthesis. 
yielding /?utiy/, and then vowel harmony. with the correct ?utuy result-
ing. 

One other fact about the pronunciation of the verbal nouns in (31) 
should be noted: the first vowel is invariably short, even if it is basically a 
long vowel. Thus /mo: yn/ is pronounced mo yin, and is not pronou need 
in this way by virtue of any general principle in the language-other than 
that verbal nouns of the sort under consideration always begin with a 
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short vowel. The rule that shortens /mo: yn/ to /moyn/ is therefore a 
special process of very limited scope and of little general interest in itself. 
What is of interest is the quality of the resulting short vowel. In each case, 
we find the short vowel that corresponds to the suggested underlying 
representation. Thus /?u: r!, which was postulated as having a basic high 
vowel in order to account for its behavior with respect to vowel harmony, 
turns out to have a high vowel in the verbal noun ?u(. /mo: yn/. on the 
other hand, which was postulated to have a basic nonhigh vowel in order 
to account for its behavior with respect to vowel harmony, is pronounced 
with a nonhigh vowel in the verbal noun moyin. Similarly. basic j?i :di/ is 
actually pronounced with a high vowel in the verbal noun ?idll, even 
though its more common pronunciation is with a nonhigh vowel (cf., 
?ed/-al 'might get hungry·, ?e :dil-hin 'gets hungry"). 

The pronunciation of verbal nouns like those of (31) follows automat-
ically given the underlying representations suggested by vowel harmony 
considerations, provided the special shortening process associated with 
verbal nouns is applied prior to the operation of vowel lowering. These 
data provide, then. another independent source of evidence for the analy-
sis. · 

At the end of the first section we noted that certain suffixes appear to 
violate the rule of vowel harmony. These suffixes contain low vowels that 
behave as though they were high vowels: The future morpheme -en /-on is 
a case in point. Such examples as bok'-en 'will find' versus dub-on 'will 
lead by the hand' appear to be anomalous until we will realize that the 
basic shape of the suffix must be /i: n/, since phonetic e in Yawelmani 
arises only from underlying /i: / in our analysis. Given this underlying 
representation of the morpheme. the correct surface form follows from 
the rules we have posited: . 

(32) /bok' + i:n/ 
inapplicable 
bok' + e:n 
bok' +en 

/dub+ i:n/ 
dub + u:n 
dub + o:n 
dub.+ Oil 

Vowel harmony 
Vowel lowering 
Vowel shortening 

It is of some interest to note that this account of the morphophonemics of 
the suffix /i: n/ claims that the underlying vowel is basically long, even 
though in all phonetic realizations of the morpheme the vowel is pro-
nounced short. In addition, the analysis claims that the vowel is underly-
ingly high, even though it is always pronounced as nonhigh. {The same is 
not true, of the verb roots like /?u: r / or /c'uyu: / which are, at least in 
some forms, pronounced with a high vowel rather than with o: .) These 
claims appear to be well-founded given the data examined here. We return 
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to some of these points later in Chapter 6, where the issue of abstractness 
in phonology is discussed. 

ADDITIONAL RULES 
In analyzing the phonological system of Yawelmani verbs, the foHo.w-

ing rules have been developed. The lines connect rules that 
a particular sequence of application in order to obtam P.honet1c 
output. If two rules are connected by a line. the rule higher m the list must 
be applied before the rule lower in the list. 

Shortening of vowels in verbal nouns 
final position 

Vowel 
Vowel harmony] 
Vowel lowering] 

[ Truncation 
Vowel shortening 

(33) 

Certain other rules in Yawelmani phonology critically interact with 
the rules listed above. Consider the examples in (34). 

(34) "ile-k · 
c'uy<•·k' 
ra:rn-k · 

"ile-m 
c'uyo-m 
rn.rn-m 

'fan!' 
·urinate!' 
'bring!' 

'having fanned' 
'having urinated' 
'having brought' 

(cf., giy'-k'a 'touch!') 
(cf.. duh-k'a 'lead by the hand!') 
(cf.. xar-k'11 'eat!') 

(cf .. xiy'-mi 'having lOuched') 
(cf., duh-11111 'having led by the hand') 
(cf .. xar-mi 'having eaten') 

Word-final suffixes of the shape -CV have a vowelless alternant after verb 
roots of the structure CVCV: (i.e., after the only vowel-final roots of the 
language). Thus-k' a has the alternant -k', -mi has the ,-xa has 
the alternant -x. These data are readily accounted for by pos1tmg a rule of 
vowel drop. as in (35). 

(35) v-0/V +C-* 

Evidence that a morpheme boundary must be present in. 
indicated is provided by the gerundial suffix -e: ni basically /1: m/) m such 
examples as xat-e:ni 'in order to eat', ?a:x-e:ni 'in to over-
night', .yalk'-e:ni 'waking up', where the final vowel 1s even 
though in the environment vc __ :ff=. A final vowel drops JU St m case the 
preceding consonant is morpheme . . . 

Rule (35) operates on an underlying form like /taxa: + k a/ to yield 
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/taxa: + k'/. To obtain th.e correct phonetic shape, vowel shortening 
must be applied to the output of vowel drop. There are no other rules 
which vowel drop must either precede or follow in the sequence of rule 
application. 

As mentioned earlier, there are phonetic high long vowels in Yawel-
mani; we turn now to a brief consideration of one source of such high 
vowels. The reflexive/reciprocal suffix -iwis- is added to a ve,rb root to 
form a verbal noun; the full form of the suffix shows up in the nominative 
case. where no suffix is added. Thus we get wag9-iwis 'act of dividing'. 
When the objective case suffix -a is added, the sequence iwi contracts to 
i:, as in wag9-i:s-a; similarly, there is huwf-uwus 'a shell game', but 
huwf-u: s-a. Although these data are limited enough to make any pro-
posed analysis very tentative, one possible account of the facts goes as 
follows. The suffix has the basic shape /iws/. wag9-iwis arises from the 
operation of vowel epenthesis. which recall will ,insert i in the environ-
ment c __ C:ff=. In huwf-uwus. vowel harmony applies to the structure 

+ iwis/. which is itself the result of vowel epenthesis. Considering 
the objective case forms, the presence of the suffix -a will inhibit vowel 
epenthesis. A rule of contraction must be posited. such as (36). 

(36) 

This rule must be restricted to the reflexive/reciprocal suffix, since the 
sequences -iw- · and -uw- occur elsewhere in preconsonantal position 
(compare, for instance, the root huwf- above). 

Rule (36) will apply to + iws + a/ to yield wagr-i: s-a, the 
correct form. Notice that it is necessary that vowel epenthesis be applied 
before contraction. Otherwise + iws /will become* + i: s/. 
Furthermore, it is necessary that contraction be applied after vowel lower-
ing, so that i: s/ is not lowered to* e: s/. The derivation of 
huwf-u: s-a as follows indicates the correct order ofapplication of the rules: 

(37) 

Slovak 

/huwt + iws + a/ 
inapplicable 

huwf .+ uws + a 
inapplicable 

huwr + u:s +a 

Vowel epenthesis 
Vowel harmony 
Vowel lowering 
Contraction 

In this section we will examine the rather intricate interaction 
among several rules in the phonology of Slovak, a West Slavic language 






































